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MAY IT PLEASE THE HEARINGS PANEL 

 

1. This memorandum is filed on behalf of the North Canterbury Province of 

Federated Farmers of New Zealand Inc (“Federated Farmers”), in 

response to the Minute of the Hearing Panel of 9 August 2016.  The 

Minute invites parties to express a preference between two alternate 

approaches that it has put forward regarding Topic 9.1, Indigenous 

Biodiversity and Ecosystems. 

 

2. In terms of the approaches as they are described in Paragraph 9.1(a) of 

the Minute, Federated Farmers prefers approach (i), the “rejection” 

approach.  

 

3. The reasons for this preference are that Federated Farmers does not 

accept that the Council has the capacity required to lead a good process 

working with landowners at this time. In this context, Federated Farmers 

considers that the Council does not have the necessary surplus funding 

available and does not have the appropriate funding allocated within its 

existing Annual Plan budget, nor is there any indication in any of the 

planning or other funding allocation processes as to how these key issues 

will be worked through.  

 
4. Federated Farmers acknowledges that the SES working group, with 

excellent staff allocated, developed a collaborative process that worked 

well and had the full respect of land owner property rights and interests, 

and was a process which was consequently well received throughout the 

rural community. Federated Farmers wishes to see this process continue 

and, in so doing, allow the Council to honour the commitments it has 

already made to a large number of land owners, regarding potential SES 

on their lands. However, Federated Farmers has concerns about the 

likelihood of success of attempting to achieve those outcomes within the 

existing Independent Hearings Panel process, for a number of reasons. 

These include: the clearly defined time constraints the Panel is required to 

work under; that farmers are heading head into the very busy spring time 

on their farms; the doubts about the Council’s capacity; and the more 

formal nature of the Independent Hearings Panel process.  
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5. Federated Farmers wishes to emphasise that, in setting out its position, it 

intends no disrespect to the Hearing Panel and its work. Rather, it 

acknowledges the constraints under which the Hearing Panel is required 

to operate.   

 

6. Federated Farmers believes that option (i) to be the most appropriate 

course of action, alongside an anticipated commitment from the Council 

to appropriately resource and support continuation of the SES process in 

a less formal setting and a less constricted timeframe. Federated 

Farmers understands that the Department of Conservation, Environment 

Canterbury and Royal Forest & Bird Protection Society all had 

representatives involved in the earlier SES process. 

  

7. Federated Farmers particularly takes the opportunity to thank the Hearing 

Panel for the opportunity to participate in this matter. 

 

 

Dated at Auckland this 11th day of August 2016 

 

Richard Gardner 
Counsel 
North Canterbury Province of Federated Farmers of New Zealand Inc 


